Requirements
to registration of publications following the results of
XVII international scientific and practical conference
"Future of the Russian insurance: estimates, problems, growth points"
1. The document has to be executed in the MS Word format (files with the .doc and .docx
expansion are accepted).
2. Font: Times New Roman
3. Size: 12
4. Line spacing: 1,0.
5. New paragraph: 1,25.
6. Fields: top, lower, right - 20 mm, left - 30 mm.
7. Drawings and schedules: accurate, black-and-white. Each drawing has to have the signature
according to a sample.
8. Tables: have to be issued according to a sample.
9. Formulas have to be executed in the built-in MS Equation Editor editor.
10. Theses have to contain the following output information:
a. surnames, names, middle names of authors (alignment on the center, Times New Roman
12, fat, italics);
b. the current status (the student, the graduate student, the employee), an academic degree
(rank) (on the next line, alignment on the center, Times New Roman 12, italics);
c. the full name of university / institute, faculty and the city (on the next line, alignment on
the center, Times New Roman 12, italics);
d. keywords (5-7);
e. the summary of article in Russian (3-5 offers);
f. keywords in English (5-7);
g. the summary of article in English (3-5 offers);
h. the name of article (in an empty line, Times New Roman 12, fat, alignment on the
center, without space).
11. The main text of theses (in an empty line).
12. Publication volume: no more than 7 pages.
13. Notes and quotes: number of a source in the list of the used sources is provided in the text in
square brackets.
14. The list of the used sources: at the end of work all sources and publications in alphabetical
order are given. Sources by rules state standard specifications are made out.
15. Theses have to be written competently, without spelling, punctuation and stylistic errors.

The decision on the publication of scientific articles is made by the
organizing committee.
The received materials are not reviewed;
the materials which are not corresponding to scope of conference or
issued with violations of requirements
are not accepted by the organizing committee.
Article is adopted to the publication in case confirmation on its
receiving by the organizing committee is received.
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